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AUCTION
Swann Galleries, New York City

Green Book Sets Record at
Printed and Manuscript
African Americana Sale
by Jeanne Schinto
Photos courtesy Swann Galleries

S

wann Galleries sold a copy of a 1958 edition of
The Negro Travelers’ Green Book for $27,500
(including buyer’s premium) on March 28 at its
annual printed and manuscript African Americana sale
in New York City. The price is a new record for any
edition. A success by any measure, the 402-lot sale was
90% sold, with half of the top ten lots, including the
Green Book, going to institutions, none of them named
by the auction house.
The publication of the Green Book—a guide that
compiled lists of hotels, restaurants, beauty salons,
nightclubs, bars, gas stations, and more where black
travelers would be welcome in the segregated U.S. during
the Jim Crow era—was the brainchild of New York City
postal worker and Harlem resident Victor Hugo Green
(1892-1960). He issued the first one in 1936, reportedly
taking as his model a similar guide for Jewish travelers.
His wife, Alma Duke Green (1889-1978), worked on it
with him. The last edition was published in 1966-67.
“Carry your Green Book with you... you may need it!”
states the cover of the 80-page paperback that Swann
modestly estimated at $2500/3500.
African Americana collectors and scholars have long
known about the Green Book. The wider world is only
just hearing about it now, thanks to the Oscar-winning
film Green Book, which recounts a tale (“based on a true
story”) of a concert tour undertaken by black pianist Don
Shirley (1927-2013) through the southern states in 1962
that uses the Green Book as a motif. As the 2018 movie
tells it, when Shirley’s record company hires Italian
American Frank “Tony Lip” Vallelonga (1930-2013) as
Shirley’s driver, he is given a copy of the Green Book to
take with him. Vallelonga is seen consulting the greencovered paperback several times over the course of the
weeks-long road trip during which each man comes to a
deeper understanding about race and class.
The film certainly popularized the publication, but
whether it had an impact on the auction result, who
can say? Besides, the filmmakers are not the only ones
who have lately made creative use of the Green Book.
It was the inspiration for an installation at New York’s
Museum of Arts and Design on view from March 1
through April 8, 2018. Titled Sanctuary, the presentation
of 50 works of mixed-media collage, assemblage on
wood panels, and sculpture was designed by artist
Derrick Adams, who said he happened upon a copy of
the Green Book at the Schomburg Center for Research
in Black Culture at the New York Public Library. The
NYPL has now digitized its rare, nearly complete Green
Book set (http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/collections/
the-green-book#/?tab=about).
Forthcoming is a publication that features the guide.
Titled Overground Railroad: The Green Book and
the Roots of Black Travel in America, it is by writer,
photographer, and cultural critic Candacy Taylor, who is
curating a Smithsonian Institution show of the same name
that will tour the United States. (For more information
see Taylor’s website [www.taylormadeculture.com/
the-green-book].) Also coming soon is a documentary
by Ric Burns, “Driving While Black,” based on over
a decade of research by historian Gretchen Sullivan
Sorin, whose 2009 Ph.D. dissertation for the University
at Albany, State University of New York, was titled
“‘Keep Going’: African Americans on the Road in the
Era of Jim Crow.”
Another highlight of the auction was a 50-page
typescript draft of Lorraine Hansberry’s play A Raisin
in the Sun that sold to a dealer for $30,000. Inscribed
in Hansberry’s hand on the title page are the words
“Lorraine’s Copy.” Sixteen of the pages were marked
with textual notes and corrections, some substantial.
According to Swann, the draft was given to Hansberry’s
friends Mel Williamson (1923-1995), an artist,
publishing house art director, and writer, and Mel’s wife,

Lorraine Rosen Williamson,
an educator, who died on
March 19, 2018, at the age
of 91. The couple’s family
consigned it to the sale.
Perhaps more significant
than the results of these
two special offerings are
some discernible, more
Swann has sold at least four other copies
far-reaching trends. For The first issue of The Mirror of Liberty
of the The Negro Travelers’ Green Book
was the top lot of the sale, selling for
example, bidders seemed $37,500 (est. $8000/12,000). Swann
(sometimes titled without the apostrophe
more relentless than usual offered the fourth issue at its African
or issued as The Negro Motorist Green
in their pursuit of material Americana sale on February 28, 2005.
Book, The Green Book Vacation Guide, The
in the slavery and abolition It went unsold.
Travelers’ Green Book, or simply Green
category. Of 106 lots, only
Book). From earliest to latest, they were
five were passed, many went
a 1941 edition that achieved $22,500 on
March 26, 2015; another one from 1941
way over estimate, and the sale’s two top lots were from
that went for $12,500 on March 30, 2017; a
this group. To wit: Going for $37,500 was the first issue
1957 edition that sold on February 26, 2009,
of The Mirror of Liberty, the first magazine to be edited
for $510; and a 1958 edition that brought
by a black American, David Ruggles (1810-1849), who
$4500 on March 31, 2016. The 1958 edition
published it in New York in July 1838. In its original green
that sold for a record-breaking $27,500 at
printed wrappers, this rarity was inscribed in pencil on
this sale was well used, with underlined
its front wrappers: “To the Pres. & Sec. of the Boscawen
entries for the YMCA in Manhattan, a hotel
Anti Slav. Soc.,” perhaps referring to Boscawen, New
in Niagara Falls, and national parks in
Hampshire. On an inner wrapper a penciled library gift
Yellowstone and Mesa Verde. Ironically, the
inscription was dated 1922. Swann could find no other
marks added to its appeal as an artifact that
first issue of The Mirror of Liberty at auction. Rick
stirs the historical imagination.
Stattler, the auction house’s book department director,
its printed and manuscript Americana expert, and—ever
in Upper Marlboro, Maryland, on May 7, 1857, the
since Wyatt H. Day left the firm a couple of years ago—
same day Williams made his escape, the appeal gave a
its printed and manuscript African Americana expert
detailed physical description (“very black, 25 years old,
too, said the consignor was a private collector and so
five feet high, prominent projecting forehead... speaks
was the buyer.
quickly when spoken to...”). It also named locations of
his family members in the North, where he might well
Another highlight of the auction seek refuge. It was signed by the slave owner, Zachariah
Berry, who gave his location as “Near the Brick Church,
was a 50-page typescript draft
Forest of Prince George’s County, Md.” It is presumed
of Lorraine Hansberry’s play
that he was a member of the Berry family, Maryland
planters who owned thousands of acres in their home
A Raisin in the Sun.
state and elsewhere. The price on the head of Williams
was $50 “if taken in the State of Maryland or District
The second-to-top lot of the sale was an archive of 162
of Columbia,” but twice that if he were to be taken “in
letters to John Augustine Washington III (1821-1861),
any Free State.” In either case, “He must be brought
grandnephew of George Washington and the last private
home to me, or secured in Jail, so I can get him again.”
owner of Mount Vernon, plus two receipts, that sold to
According to Swann’s research, the item was unique,
an institution for $32,500. Dating from 1837 through
with no other copy traced, only a facsimile at the
1861, most of the letters were written by the nephew’s
University of Michigan’s Clements Library.
mother, Jane Charlotte Blackburn Washington (1786Once again photography, offered in multiple categories
1855). Many of the letters discussed enslaved people at
throughout the sale depending upon its subject matter,
Mount Vernon and at other Washington family estates.
did well too. An albumen carte de visite of Frederick
“The servants are becoming more & more worthless &
Douglass by Samuel M. Fassett of Washington, D.C.,
disobedient,” Mrs. Washington wrote her son on June
sold to an institution for $18,750. Swann cataloged it
13, 1843. “I really find it very difficult to govern them,
as “previously unknown,” since it was not included
or to have the most necessary domestic work attended to
in the comprehensive Picturing Frederick Douglass:
with any regularity. It is no doubt owing to my want of
An Illustrated Biography of the 19th Century’s Most
health and not being able to give my personal attention
Photographed American by John Stauffer, published in
to business.”
2015. An albumen carte de visite of another 19th-century
This is the third time that John Augustine Washington
celebrity, sculptor Edmonia Lewis (1844-1907), sold
III letters have been offered at Swann. On March 30,
for $6000. Her portrait was taken by Augustus Marshall
2017, a group sold in 16 separate lots to various bidders
of Boston during Lewis’s seven-year stay in that city
for a total of $54,064. On March 29, 2018, a lot of four
between 1864 and 1871.
letters sold to an institution for $21,250. “Not all came
Two photos in the military section of the sale were
from the same consignor, either,” said Stattler, who at the
standouts. A signed albumen carte de visite of Preston
time of this writing said he had no others forthcoming.
Taylor (1849-1931), a former slave who served as a
Bidders also competed strongly for graphically
drummer with the 116th United States Colored Troops,
interesting lots in the slavery and abolition section,
sold to an institution for $15,000, and an ambrotype
especially the rarest examples. A letterpress broadside
believed to depict a Union Army officer’s servant sold
designed by the Western Anti-Slavery Society of Ohio
for $6250. The hand-tinted sixth-plate image of the
to advertise a series of antislavery meetings brought
servant came with a period identification slip saying,
$7500. No other was traced by Swann in the Online
“W DeW Pringle body servant Caesar while serving in
Computer Library Center (OCLC) or at auction. A
the Civil War, 1862.” The Swann catalog states that the
second letterpress broadside, advertising a reward
image was found in Hastings, Montana, where after the
for a runaway slave named Luke Williams, sold to a
war Lieutenant William DeWolf Pringle of Lockport,
collector for $9375. Printed by the Marlboro’ Gazette
New York, practiced law. The ambrotype was ☞
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Fifty pages of draft
typescript of Lorraine
Hansberry’s A
Raisin in the Sun
sold for $30,000
(est. $3000/4000).
The typescript
was produced by a
stenographic company
in New York in late
1958 or early 1959.
Note the asterisked
sentence: “Title
pending permission of
Mr. Langston Hughes,”
from whose poem
“A Dream Deferred
(Harlem)” that title
was taken. The lot
was consigned by the
family of Hansberry’s friends Mel and Lorraine Williamson.
The Williamsons were also friends of artist Charles White
(1918-1979) and his wife, Frances (1926-2000). The Whites
in turn were friends of Hansberry. This sale was supposed
to have included an archive of letters by the Whites, plus
65 photographic images. In one of those letters Charles
White discussed Hansberry’s play with the addressees, the
Williamsons. “Even if in some alternative universe White was
completely forgotten as an artist today,” Rick Stattler wrote
in his catalog, “these letters would still be important and
interesting,” for what they say about White’s leftist politics, for
their documentation of an interracial marriage (both the Whites
and the Williamsons were such), and for the information they
supply about the Whites’ many other famous friends besides
Hansberry, including Sidney Poitier, Harry Belafonte, Sammy
Davis Jr., and Langston Hughes. The script was estimated at
$4000/6000. Unfortunately, just as the sale’s previews were
about to begin, the consignor of the archive (unnamed in the
catalog) withdrew it.

acquired in that area by the dealer who consigned it,
said Stattler.
Then there was a silver print in the section of the
sale pertaining to women that is not like anything
this reporter has seen before. An image, perhaps from
the 1920s, of a young couple sitting under a tree, it is
captioned “Will Payne, Addie Payne, at home, Texas.”
The woman wears a light-colored, full-skirted dress;
a big bow is tied under her chin. The man wears a
cowboy hat and sports a mustache. The enigmatic part
is what the woman holds in her hand: a pistol. Perhaps
it belonged to Will but was given to Addie as a prop for
the sake of the camera. She has a playful expression on
her face despite the weapon. The photo brought $4750.
We wouldn’t be surprised to see even more attention
paid to African Americana in photography in the future,
following the publication of three relevant books
published just this year alone. They are Exposing
Slavery: Photography, Human Bondage, and the
Birth of Modern Visual Politics in America (Oxford
University Press) by Matthew Fox-Amato; Girl in Black
and White: The Story of Mary Mildred Williams and the
Abolition Movement (W.W. Norton) by Jessie MorganOwens; and Pictures with Purpose: Early Photographs
from the National Museum of African American History
and Culture by Michèle Gates Moresi, Laura Coyle, and
Tanya Sheehan, published by the museum.
Prices for Black Panther and black power items,
by contrast, were soft compared to six or seven years
ago when, even then, it was an unpredictable market.
The top lot among the offerings at this sale was a
poster designed by artist Douglas Emory that sold to
an institution for a record $8125. It was printed by
the Chicago Black Panther Party in 1969 or 1970 and
pictures Fred Hampton (1948-1969), who was killed
in his apartment by Chicago police on December 3,
1969, after he was slipped a drug that rendered him
unconscious by William O’Neal, a car thief turned FBI
informant. The other Black Panthers on the scene were
all arrested and indicted by a grand jury on charges
that were eventually dropped. More of the story is on
the National Archives website (www.archives.gov/
research/african-americans/individuals/fred-hampton).
The wording on the poster is one of Hampton’s wellknown quotes, “You Can Jail a Revolutionary, but You
Can’t Jail a Revolution.”
“As that market has developed, more material has
come out, and we are finally getting to the point now
where we know about the relative rarity of some of
these things,” said Stattler. “A great image is a great
image, but some are scarcer than others. Back then, if
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A dealer paid a mid-estimate
$20,000 (est. $15,000/25,000)
for a second edition of Phillis
Wheatley’s Poems on Various
Subjects, Religious and
Moral. Published in London
in 1773, it is, famously,
the first published book
of poetry written by an
African American and the
first published book of any
kind written by an African
American woman. The
frontispiece (pictured) has
become a much-reproduced
image. This was cataloged
as a first edition, but as
Swann came to know during
previews, in 2012, Roger
Stoddard, Harvard’s former
curator of rare books and
former senior curator of its Houghton Library, published
his finding that there were two separate 1773 editions of
Wheatley’s book. “The second seems identical in every way to
the first,” said Rick Stattler. They have the same pagination,
same frontispiece, and almost identical text, but as Stoddard
wrote in “A Bibliographical Description of Books and
Pamphlets of American Verse Printed from 1610 Through
1820,” it was a completely new line-for-line resetting of type.
“If you held pages of the two next to each other and up
to the light, you would see that they are different,” said
Stattler. This changes things for those who discovered they
have a second edition, not a first, correct? Yes, said Stattler,
but Stoddard counted 23 first editions in institutions and
only three second editions. “There aren’t all that many of
Stoddard’s ‘Edition 2’ out there.”

you had two people who decided they just had to have
a certain Black Panther poster, it was something we
were glad to see, but it’s not necessarily a result that
you can replicate.” He was commenting on the fact
that at Swann’s African Americana sale on March 10,
2011, numerous Black Panther posters went through the
proverbial roof. In perhaps the sale’s most astonishing
moment, the iconic Huey Newton poster of 1968—
showing the Black Panther Party’s minister of defense
wearing a beret and sitting in a fan-back wicker chair, a
spear in one hand, rifle in the other—sold to a collector
for $19,200. This time the same poster sold just above
estimate, for $4250.
It’s well known that the Smithsonian Institution’s
new National Museum of African American History and
Culture in Washington, D.C., has bought at this annual
sale for years. We asked Stattler if different types of
institutions were buying now; i.e., is there starting to
be more of a realization that this is plain old American
history and not just African American history? “Over
the last decade or two, there has been an increased
awareness among institutions that this history has been
under-documented for many years and that they need
to play catch-up,” he said. “So not just institutions that
are dedicated to African American history are buying,
but local museums, university libraries, and a pretty
wide variety of other institutional collectors who have
realized they need to have better holdings in this area
than they do.”
We also wondered if there were a notable number of
new bidders at this sale. We asked because we thought the
new museum in Washington might be having an impact
on the collecting field. “There weren’t a huge number
of unknown buyers, but there was one significant buyer
of several lots who had never purchased from Swann
before,” Stattler said. Whether the new museum had
anything to do with it, he couldn’t say. “Certainly at the
lower end, with the increased use of the Internet and
particularly our new Swann [Galleries] App, we have
lowered the barriers to participation for people who
just want to buy a single six-hundred-dollar lot. Now
they can jump right in. The app definitely has made a
discernible difference.”
For more information or to reach the auction house,
see the website (www.swanngalleries.com).
This 12" x 26¼" felt pennant produced for the
August 28, 1963, March on Washington sold for
$3500 (est. $800/1200). Swann found no others in
Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) or in
auction records. The consignor was a dealer.

This 16" x 11" letterpress broadside
issued by the Western Anti-Slavery
Society went to a collector for $7500 (est.
$1500/2500). Printed circa 1859 in Salem,
Ohio, by Homestead Print, the sheet
had blanks intended to be filled in with
manuscript additions of an abolitionistlecturer’s name and the lecture’s date.

This 24½" x 18" poster for a 1960 concert that
aided the Martin Luther King Defense Fund
fetched $6500 (est. $1500/2500). The event,
featuring Harry Belafonte, Mahalia Jackson,
Sidney Poitier, Shelley Winters, and Diahann
Carroll, was held at New York’s 369th
Regiment Armory in Harlem at 142nd Street
and Fifth Avenue.
This 3" x 5¼"
circa 1861
postal cover,
unused and with
minimal wear,
fetched $6250
(est. $3000/4000).
As Rick Stattler
wrote in the
catalog: “The next time someone tries to tell you that
the Civil War wasn’t really about slavery, and that the
Confederates seceded over ‘states’ rights,’” you can show
them this envelope….” Produced by the Confederacy
in Charleston, South Carolina, it unequivocally states:
“SLAVE STATES, once more let me repeat, that the only
way of preserving our slave property, or what we prize
more than life, our LIBERTY, is by a UNION WITH
EACH OTHER.” It is signed Jefferson Davis.
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An archive of 162 letters to John
Augustine Washington III, mostly from
his mother, plus two receipts, sold for
$32,500 (est. $20,000/30,000). The items
date from 1837 through 1861. Thirteen
of the letters were from George Mason
(1797-1870), whose grandfather George
Mason IV (1725-1792) is the “famous”
one, being principal author of the
Virginia Declaration of Rights, builder
of Gunston Hall in Lorton, Virginia, and
namesake of George Mason University in
Fairfax, Virginia.

This 18½" x 12¼" letterpress broadside
advertising a $50 or $100 reward for
a runaway slave realized $9375
(est. $4000/6000).

A copy of the first issue of Lobo, the first comic
book series with an African American in the
lead character role—as a gunslinger in the Old
West—sold for $2750 (est. $300/400). Comic
book collectors are notoriously fanatical about
condition. This one’s wrappers showed “moderate
wear,” according to Swann’s catalog description.
That didn’t seem to matter to these bidders. Dell
Publishing produced this issue in December 1965.
Only one other issue followed, in October 1966.
This is what Lobo’s co-creator, Tony Tallarico (b.
1933), said about the short life of the series in an
interview published by Collector Times in August
2006: “We did the first issue. And in comics, you
start the second issue as they’re printing the first
one, due to time limitations…. All of the sudden,
[Dell] stopped…production on the issue. They
discovered that as they were sending out bundles
of comics out to the distributors [that] they were
being returned unopened. And I couldn’t figure
out why. So they sniffed around, scouted around
and discovered [that many sellers] were opposed
to Lobo, who was the first black Western hero.
That was the end of the book. It sold nothing. They
printed 200,000; that was the going print-rate.
They sold, oh, ten to fifteen thousand.”
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Recommended to all who are
interested in African American
history is Stephanie E. JonesRogers’s new scholarly book They
Were Her Property: White Women
as Slave Owners in the American
South (Yale University Press, 2019).
“Southern slave-owning women...
existed in a world in which slavery
and the ownership of human beings
constituted core elements of their
identities,” Jones-Rogers argues.
This contradicts the accepted
wisdom that women in the slaveowning South were passive witnesses
to the atrocities and indignities of
the peculiar institution. In addition
to the letters by Jane Charlotte
Blackburn Washington in the John
Augustine Washington III archive
that sold for $37,500, at least two
other lots in this Swann sale were
evidence of the same theme of white women involved in the business
of slavery. One written on January 28, 1864, by Ella H. Scott, wife of
Confederate officer John W. Scott, describes her poor efforts to manage
by herself the slaves who worked the couple’s home, Hard Bargain
Plantation, in Penola, Caroline County, Virginia. “I have the largest of the
chaps picking cotton & I have words with them almost every day,” she
told him. “Today I made Joe whip three of them. I have whipped them
& they laughed at me, so I thought I wouldn’t wear out my strength on
them.” The four-page letter sold for $1750.
A more reasoned letter by a slave-owning woman in Virginia achieved
a bigger price, $3250. It was also older, written on January 6, 1832,
and included details of Nat Turner’s Rebellion, which had taken place
in August of the previous year in Virginia’s Southampton County. The
three-page letter by Eleanor Wayland Weaver (1773-1855) of Madison
County to her daughter and son-in-law in Lewisburg, Ohio, opines: “We
hope our government will take some steps to put down Negro preaching.
It is those large assemblies of Negroes causes the mischief.... I wish we
had not one [slave] in this country, they are an unhappy race & render all
those that have them unhappy. However, we have them & we must do the
best we can with them.”

An Oration on the Abolition of the
Slave Trade; Delivered in the African
Church, in the City of New-York
sold to an institution for a record
$15,000 (est. $4000/6000). The
oration was given on January 1,
1808, to celebrate the ending of the
slave trade (but, alas, not slavery
itself) by the British Parliament the
previous year. The orator was Peter
Williams Jr. (1786-1840), a member
of a nearby Episcopal church and, as
he was described on the pamphlet’s
cover, “A Descendant of Africa.”
Only six copies of the 26-page
pamphlet are listed in the Online
Computer Library Center (OCLC).
The last one at auction was sold at
Swann in 2003 for $5520.

This albumen carte de
visite (3¾" x 2¼") of
sculptor Edmonia Lewis
(1844-1907) by Boston
photographer Augustus
Marshall (c. 1835-1916)
sold for $6000 (est.
$1000/1500).

This signed albumen
carte de visite (3½" x 2")
of Preston Taylor, who
served as a drummer
with the 116th United
States Colored Troops,
went to an institution for
$15,000 (est. $2500/3500).
Dating from circa late
1866, it is in its original
mount that bears the back
mark of New Orleans
photographer L.I. (Louis
Isaac) Prince (1832-1867).

This ambrotype believed to depict the
servant of Lieutenant William DeWolf
Pringle of Lockport, New York,
achieved $6250 (est. $2500/3500).
The hand-tinted sixth-plate (3" x
3") ambrotype came with a period
identification slip that says, “W DeW
Pringle body servant Caesar while
serving in the Civil War, 1862.”
The image’s hairline cracks were a
drawback, perhaps counterbalanced
by the subject’s mesmerizing gaze.

This previously unknown albumen carte de visite (3¾"
x 2¼") of Frederick Douglass by Samuel M. Fassett
(1825-1910) of Washington, D.C., sold for $18,750
(est. $3000/4000). Fassett, who worked in Washington,
photographed a younger Douglass in 1864. Rick Stattler
said he dated this image 1878, because Fassett made
another, known portrait of Douglass in which he is
wearing the exact same clothes, and his hair and beard
look exactly the same as well, and it is documented to
have been made in that year.

A collection of 44 photographic
portraits from the Philadelphia area
sold to an institution for $8750 (est.
$1000/1500). Dating from
approximately 1860 through
1900, they were mostly cartes
de visite but also cabinet
cards and tintypes. Pictured
is Thomas J. Dorsey (c.
1812-1875), born a slave, who
escaped to freedom and rose
to prominence in the city as
a caterer.

A two-page document, an
agreement for an American slave
ship captain to bring an illegal
cargo of slaves from Africa to
Havana, sold to an institution
for $11,250 (est. $4000/6000).
The pact was made in Newport,
Rhode Island, on February 26,
1806, between Christopher Deey
and the owners and captain of a
slave schooner, Commerce, that
was operating illegally because
of the Slave Trade Act of 1794.
For each slave delivered alive,
the captain, Joseph B. Stevens,
was to receive $45; for each one
who died en route, $20. The
sheets measure 13¼" x 8¼".
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This late 1950s letterpress bus sign on a piece of
5" x 7½" cardboard printed by the Tennessee
Public Service Commission sold to a collector
for $10,400 (est. $3000/4000). The sign was
designed to be movable, its place determined
by the number of bus riders of each race on a
particular bus journey. The Civil Rights Act of
1964 made the sign obsolete.

A copy of Benjamin Banneker’s
Bannaker’s [sic] Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia,
Kentucky, and North Carolina
Almanack and Ephemeris for
the Year of Our Lord 1796 sold
to a collector for $13,750 (est.
$15,000/25,000). It lacks its final
leaf. On March 31, 2016, a copy of
the same with the last leaf intact
sold to a collector for $47,500 (est.
$60,000/80,000).

